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Helsinki, Finland 10th of June 2019

IFF Central Board meeting 3/2019
10.06.2019
Place:

Meeting over Skype

Participants:

Tomas Eriksson
Jörg Beer
Monica Birdal
Steen Houman
Stephen King
Martin Klabere
Carlos Lopez
Lidwien Reehuis
Ron Spence
Filip Suman

Excused:

President
Treasurer

ATC Chair
Vice President

Kimmo Nurminen
Veli Halonen
Stefan Kratz
John Liljelund

Operations Manager
Competition Manager
Secretary General

Excused:

Minutes
§

1.

Opening of the meeting
Mr. Eriksson opened the meeting and welcome the members to the third CB meeting of the year
over Skype at 15.00 CET
Mr. Eriksson informed the CB that Mr. Kimmo Nurminen has in writing resigned from his position
as a CB member with immediate effect by an email today. (Appendix 30) It is with growing
concern Mr. Eriksson sees that a number of IFF CB members are resigning during their term of
appointment. So far there has been a few from Germany and Finland as well as one from
Denmark and Switzerland.
Mr. Eriksson informed that the Finnish Floorball Federation Central Board had already earlier
decided to name a successor for Mr. Nurminen and after receiving his resignation today handed
in the proposal for a replacement. The SSBL proposes to replace Mr. Nurminen with Ms. Kaarina
Salomaa (Appendix 32), who is a former international level player, national team team-leader
(U19 and Women) and former IFF Competition Coordinator. Ms Salomaa is also presently the
chairperson of the SSBL competition committee. Mr. Eriksson proposes to accept the resignation
of Mr. Nurminen and accept the replacement of him with Ms. Salomaa
Mr. Liljelund expressed that it is unfortunate that the resignation comes so late in the process, as
it seems that the SSBL CB has made the decision already earlier. This is not very good.
Mr. Suman felt that we would need to ask the SSBL to provide a link to the SSBL CB for Ms.
Salomaa, to have the necessary information and knowledge of the view of the Finnish federation.
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It is very important not to create a precedent situation in the replacements of important positions
in the IFF. Mr. King likewise felt that it is important for Ms. Salomaa to have working links with the
Finnish CB. Also Mr. King raised the question of how late in the term the CB can replace a
member during the four year period. Mr. Liljelund answered that the IFF CB has earlier in the
case of the German CB member in 2016 advised not to make the replacement with only seven
months to go. Ms. Birdal and Mr. Klabere felt that it is important to fill all the vacancies and
welcomed Ms. Salomaa to the IFF CB and felt that Ms. Salomaa is a really good candidate, with
very good knowledge of International Floorball.
Mr. Eriksson stressed that it is important that there is an active link between Ms. Salomaa and
the Finnish CB, which has been discussed earlier with the SSBL President Mr. Risto Kauppinen.
The CB decided: To approve the report and accept the resignation of Mr. Nurminen and accept
the replacement of him with Ms. Salomaa, as proposed by the SSBL.

§

2.

Approval of the agenda
Mr. Eriksson conclude that there are the following updated and new appendixes for the meeting.
Appendix 3
Appendix 6
Appendix 7
Appendix 15
Appendix 28
Appendix 29
Appendix 30
Appendix 31
Appendix 32
Appendix 33

§

3

-

Financial report 31.05.2019 updated
WFC 2019 Neuchâtel progress report
Match schedule changes du to TV WFC 2019
SportAccord Convention report (to be sent after the meeting)
AOFC report
Latin America report
Kimmo Nurminen resignation from IFF CB
Additional clauses to the IFF MR2020
SSBL proposal to replace Mr. Nurminen as a CB member
Material Board meeting 01/2019 report

Minutes from the CB meeting:
02/2019 in Malaga, Spain 10.03.2019 (Appendix 1)
The minutes from the last meeting are to be scrutinized, approved and put ad acta.

§

4.

Economy

a)

Financial report 2018, by 31.12. 2018
Mrs. Birdal presented the final version of financial report and the balance sheet by the
31.12.2018 (Appendix 2). The outcome per 31st of December is -155.054,03 CHF which, as was
stated in the last CB meeting, is mainly due to the actions taken to remove the old debts to the
IFF, as decided by the CB based on the recommendation from the IFF auditor. The result for the
ordinary activities for the financial year 2018 was close to a zero result, with an outcome of +312
CHF.
Further Mrs. Birdal presented the financial report and the balance sheet by 31.05.2019
(Appendix 3). The outcome per 31st of May is 165.133, which is 201.500 less compared to the
same period last year. The liquidity is 140.000 lower compared to last year partly due to the U19
WFC 2019, which also affects the outcome, but mainly due to that the organisers fee and
marketing income from WFC 2018 was already paid earlier than the same for the WFC 2019. Mr.
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Eriksson and Mr. Liljelund stressed that a solution must be found to solve the liquidity situation of
the IFF. This started with the WFC in Riga 2016 and then continued with the Bratislava 2017 and
the U19 WFC 2019 in Halifax.
Mr. Eriksson and Mr. Liljelund proposes to find both a short- and long-term solution. The shortterm solution could be to take a long-term solution via a loan from one of the member
associations to sort out the liquidity problem which is caused by the three events in 2016-2019,
as it will take some time for IFF to re-build the liquidity. The longer period solution is to advance
the payments to IFF for the organisers and buyout fees for the IFF Events and that the office will
look upon implementing a system with bank guarantees and come back with a proposal for new
organisers of the U19 and Adult WFC’s.
Mr. King asked how likely it is that we will get the outstanding debts with-in the next six months or
so. Mr. Liljelund answered that the issue is mainly with Latvia, as the indications looks pretty
good for Canada. Mrs. Birdal felt that we need to make a plan for how we can solve the overall
system, with some members are accumulating debts. Mr. Suman thinks that the situation is quite
complex, and we need to be on our toes in the case. Even if they are one day late, we need to
act hard. In the Latvian case we simply need to rely on the License system and that it will work.
Mr. Suman feels that the only way is to ask the big federations to invest more, as there is no
other solution. Mr. Eriksson is pleased that the CB members understand the difficulty in the
situation.
Mr. Klabere feels that we need to have a solid solution for the self-finance of the IFF for the future
or receive much more marketing income, as long as we don’t have the possible to ensure that we
can collect all fees from the member associations or have other resources. Mr. Spence asked if
there is a possibility that IFF would take a line of credit or increase fees to the members for both
membership and organisation. Mr. Liljelund answered that the preferred short term solution is still
the loan for one or a few of the member association and then the long term solutions needs to be
discussed more in detail in September.
Mr. Eriksson expressed that the secretary general will handle the discussions in relation to these
questions with the member associations.
The CB decided: To approve the report and the proposal to have the Office to prepare a
proposal for the next CB meeting in September.

b)

Information on IFF claims – status May 31st, 2019
Mr. Kratz presented the claims situation by the 31.05.2019 for Associations in participating in the
WFC 2019 and those not participating (Appendix 4 and 5).
A major number of efforts have been put in to get all the teams registered for the WFCs 2020 to
be in line with the License system. Most Associations have managed but Latvia has not been
able to follow the plan set so far, on the contrary their debt has increased with the Annual fee for
2019 and the shared referee costs of the U19 WFC 2019. Latvia explains the situation with a
more than expected expensive participation in the U19 WFC. If the CB should conclude that
Latvia is not following the plan set and therefore not eligible to participate in the WFC 2019 and
2020 a replacer for Latvia is needed for the WFC 2019. The team nearest to qualify was Hungary
and they would be ready to step in but need a confirmation as soon as possible and latest 31st of
July.
Mr. Houman felt that we need to look upon Latvia in two ways, as they have organised the World
Floorball Championships and therefore look upon the debts related to the WFC in a longer period
of time. Mr. Kratz expressed that is exactly what IFF has done as the debts relate back to 2016.
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The aim of the Latvian association is to clear the WFC debt still during this year. Mr. Klabere has
discussed with the Latvian President Mr. Ilvis Petersons, who had said that they should have paid
some fees still today. Mr. Kratz informed that they after 31st of May has paid 4200 CHF and plan
to pay some 6.000 CHF by the 15th of July.
Mr. Liljelund proposed to ask the member associations for the yearly Financial Reports, in order
for IFF to understand what means the association has to pay the debts. Mr. Suman asked what
the next step are for the Latvian plan. Mr. Kratz gave an explanation to which Mr. Suman felt that
the plan needs to be more concreate. Mr. Klabere felt that the plans and the effects of not paying
should be described much more in detailed. A plan is needed with exact payments and final
dates for payments and the consequences if you don’t pay was supported by Mr Suman. Mr.
Liljelund expressed that it not as easy as it looks, as the member associations needs to follow
their financial situation closely and also then money doesn’t always come from the government in
a planned time table. Mr. Lopez feels it is very important to clearly inform the members of what
the effect is if they can’t pay.
Mr. Liljelund proposed that Mr. Kratz will make a detailed payment plan with exact effects for the
members with debts, in accordance with the IFF License system, as not all members prioritise to
pay off debts to the IFF.
Mr. Kratz reported that also Russia has fallen a bit behind. They explain this with a more than
expected expensive participation in the U19 WFC but state that they will be on track in July.
Further Mr. Kratz reported that the U19 WFC 2019 organiser, in addition to the loan agreement
mentioned in § 5b) U19 WFC 2019, has fallen behind with the payments of the buyout of travels
and daily allowances, the marketing agreement and the 2nd part of the organisers fee, a total of
39.000 CHF already in advance of the Event. The first payment shall be made in end of July,
second in the last of September and the last by the end of December 2019. Mr. Spence informed
that both Floorball Canada and Mr. Anthony MacNeil has indicated that the debt will be paid back
and they will discuss the process in the coming weeks. Ms. Birdal thinks that we need secure the
payments as planned. Mr. Beer asked how the Halifax organiser plan to re-pay the
Mr. Klabere asked how the total sum is built between the loan and the other fees from the
organisers contract. Mr. Kratz explained that the fees from the organisers contract is 39000 CHF
and the loan agreement is 82654.52 CHF (107722.10 CAD).
.
Mr. Kratz proposed that Latvia shall be given the time to 15th of July to pay off at least 10000
CHF, to be in the IFF account latest 15th of July, to get back into the payment plan and that they
shall be excluded from the WFC 2019 and 2020 if they fail to do so.
Further Mr. Kratz proposed that a follow-up shall be made in the next meeting to determine
whether Canada and Russia shall be eligible to participate in the WFC 2020.
The CB decided: To approve the reports and to present the Latvian federation with a detailed
payment plan and effects if they are not able to pay in the dates. Further the CB decided to get
back to Canada and Russia regarding their participation in the WFC 2020 in the next meeting.

§

5.
a)

World Championships
WFC 2019 Neuchatel, Switzerland
Mr. Beer gave a status report on the WFC 2019 preparations. (Appendix 6) The preparations are
ongoing well and all the indicators are green at the moment. The cooperation with the local club
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is also on track and the club acts as the co-organiser. The recruitment of volunteers is
proceeding well and 14 out of 15 team guides are selected.
Ticket sales has started and there are already some 1.400 tickets sold and the focus is now on
the first and last week-end, with an income some 10 per cent of the budgeted. The marketing
sales has started well with already some 113.000 CHF out of the budgeted 170.000 CHF. The
teams have been asked to book their hotels until the 30th of April, but only 60 per cent have
booked their hotels.
The situation in the venues are under control and the subflooring has been done in the main
venue. The city has made an investment for TV lights in the main arena. The VIP will be built in a
tent outside the arena, with a heating system. There is totally space for some 450-500 VIP’s.
There will be a fan zone built in-front of the main venue.
The current budget is around -140.000 CHF.
Mr. Liljelund reported on the TV arrangements and the TV-site check organised on the 22nd of
May in Neuchatel with the TV production company PolarHD. The TV setup will be quite good with
6+2 cameras in the main arena and 3+2 cameras in the 2nd arena. There is sufficient space in the
arena for the TV operations and the Commentator positions.
IFF has held discussions with the main takers of the TV signal, either directly or through the
member associations and based on this first update of the match schedule has been done in very
good cooperation with the LOC, which should be published before the 15th of June. (Appendix 7)

The CB decided: To approve the reports

b)

U19 WFC 2019, Halifax, Canada
The IFF has asked for a report from the U19 WFC 2019 LOC President Mr. Anthony Mac Neill, to
give his views of how the Event was organized (Appendix 8) IFF has received a report from the
LOC. The LOC was in shortage of people and therefore late in the process. The IFF Staff built
the venues, as there were no persons to help in the building the arenas. Without the help of the
Jury chairman Mr. Jan Jirovsky, it is unclear if the venues would have been ready for the start of
the Event.
Mr. Liljelund reported on the events leading up to the U19 WFC 2019 and the call for help made
by the LOC just little over a week before the start of the Event. As the LOC didn’t have the funds
to pre-pay the 2nd venue and the Team accommodations at the University, the ExCo made a
decision proposed by Mr. Liljelund to step in and provide the organizer with a loan in order not to
jeopardize the Event, when all teams were already on their way to Canada.
Mr. Kratz reported on the loan agreement (Appendix 9) made with Floorball Canada to solve the
liquidity crisis the U19 WFC organizer faced before the event started which jeopardised the use
of the B-arena and the main team accommodation. The loan (107.722.10 CAD (82.654.52 CHF))
shall in total be re-paid during 2019 with payments July 31st (33%), September 30th (33%) and
December 31st (34%).
Further Mr. Kratz reported that LOC were very short of volunteers and late in all preparations
which affected the overall standard of the tournament. In addition, the number of spectators was
very low and far below the expected by the LOC.
Mr. Halonen reported on the huge problem with the flooring in the main arena, a problem which
was continuing for the entire event. The main problem was that Gerflor provided the IFF
with a flooring that had been wrongly rolled and stored for three years and this and the ice
covering plates in the arena caused the floor to be one of the worst ever in any IFF Events.
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Without the extremely professional and helpful attitude of the Gerflor installation crew, it is
doubtful that the tournament could even have been played in the main arena. Mr. Liljelund
reported that IFF has discussed the matter with Gerflor and it has become clear that there was a
mistake from their side in providing this flooring for the main venue. There was no problems with
the other flooring in the B-venue.
Mr. Liljelund proposed that the office would prepare changes in the contracts regarding payment
schedules, bank guarantees to avoid future financial problems for the IFF with organisers.
Mr. Klabere stated that he can only show his greatest gratitude for all the IFF personnel who
worked and tried to fix the issues in Halifax. The most important is that it didn’t affect the games
too much. Mr. Suman felt that it is important that there is a CB member is represented during the
events. Mr. Eriksson expressed that the IFF was represented by the IFF CB member Mr. Ron
Spence.
The CB decided: To approve the report and the proposals

c)

Next Events
WFC 2020, Helsinki Finland
Mr. Kratz reported that the European qualifications are planned to be played in Denmark,
Slovakia and Latvia with 8 teams each (2 groups of 4) and that 3 teams will qualify from each of
these qualifications.
The LOC preparations for the WFC 2020 are proceeding well and the cooperation with the IFF
are well on track. (Appendix 25) The organization of the Event team is made. The Event
Director: Hanne Pirkola (since Oct 2018) and Marketing and Communications Manager: Minna
Koivisto (since March 2019). The team will be enlarged with an Event Producer (9/19) and an
Event Coordinator (1/20).
The Ticket Sales will start in November 2019, for fan packages (FIN) & final weekend at Hartwall.
The extended ticket sales start: February/March 2020 (daily tickets, fan packages for other
countries) The ticket sales promotion will be made in Four main steps: Ticket sales start Nov
2019, All tickets for sale Feb/Mar 2020, start of season 2020/2021 and final sprint Nov/Dec 2020.
To boost the ticket sales the following events will be organised School tournaments, March (WFC
2020), Sportec –exhibition, March (WFC 2020), Work place floorball championships, May (WFC
2020 + partners), SunSäbä –tour, May-August (WFC 2020 + partners + clubs), EFT-tournament,
November (WFC 2020 + partners + clubs), Mall tour, November (WFC 2020 + partners).
The LOC has already organised two partner meetings during spring 2019, with very good
participation and the partners are very actively promoting the event through Hope campaign,
SunSäbä tour, Workplace floorball, mall events, fan zone . The next meeting 10.9.2019 will be
hosted by Helsinki City
The preliminary game schedule has been drafted, negotiations with the Finnish Broadcasting
company YLE, ballot and participating teams in Feb and the final schedule during spring 2020.
.
The CB decided: To approve the report

d)

Upcoming Events

U19 WFC 2020, Uppsala, Sweden
Mr. Klabere reported on the preparations of the SIBF for the U19 WFC 2020. The LOC will
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employ a manager during the summer. The home page is already on-line www.u19wfc2020.se
and the design will be the same for both the U19 WFC 2020 and WFC 2021 tournaments.
Mr. Kratz is reported that the U19 WFC 2020 qualifications will be played in Lignano Sabbiadoro,
Italy, with 5 teams; Russia, Hungary, Austria, Netherlands and Italy, from which two teams will
qualify
Mr. Halonen informed that the IFF Office has this week have opened the Event Management
Tool – Eventello for the U19 WFC 2020.
The CB decided: To approve the reports

U19 WFC 2021
Mr. Liljelund reported about the discussions with the Czech Floorball to organise U19 2021.

U19 WFC 2022
Mr. Halonen informed of the bidding process, where there are three countries Finland, New
Zealand and USA, who are to fill in the bid tool in Eventello. The IFF Office has discussed the bid
with the Floorball New Zealand during the U19 WFC in Halifax and the potential organizer has a
realistic view of how to organize the event. USA has not expressed any more information to
organize the event and Finland
.
The CB decided: To approve the reports

§

6.

EuroFloorball Cup

a)

EuroFloorball Cup 2019
Mr. Kratz reported that Russia decided very late, on the 24th of May, not to organise the
EuroFloorball Cup 2019 in St. Petersburg but proposed to check the possibility to change the
location to Nizhny Novgorod.
Due to this Slovakia, as intended EuroFloorball Challenge organiser, was contacted and asked if
willing to organise the EFC instead. After some negotiations Slovakia was ready to sign the
contract to take on the organisation of the EFC 2019, to be played in Slovakia Malacky during the
period 9-13.10.2019.
The invitation has been sent with 19th of June as last day to register.
The CB decided: To approve the report.

b)

EuroFloorball Challenge 2019
Mr. Kratz reported that Utrecht, Netherlands backed out from organising the EFCh 2019, due to
lack of City support and that he due to this approached Slovakia to organise. They were positive
and Trencin was planned as place for the event.
After that Slovakia had taken over the EFC instead Mr. Kratz is communicating with Italy and
France for a possible organisation of the EFCh. The expectation is that Italy will revert to the
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issue later this week. The tournament, if played in Italy, will be played the first week-end of
September.
The CB decided: To approve the report.

c)

Champions Cup 2019
Mr. Kratz reported that the Champions Cup 2020 will be played in Ostrava, Czech Republic 1112.01.2020 and that the invitation has been sent to the teams. The ballot will be made in
September.
Mr. Suman reported on the preparations of the Champions Cup 2020 to be played in Ostrava
Czech Republic. The Club Vitkovice will act as a co-organiser of the Event as they are
champions in both men and women. The discussion of where to play is ongoing.
Mr. Liljelund reported on the CCSG meeting held on the 21st of May in Copenhagen, which
discussed the next steps in the process for the new Home&Away concept based on the feedback
from the different stakeholders. (Appendix 10). Based on the feedback the CCSG decided to
build a test version for just the Top4, to test the whole concept in a real competition situation,
maybe already within the present four-year period. The stakeholders will come with their initial
comments to the CCSG, which will have Skype meeting on the 12th of June to push the process
forward.
Mr. Liljelund shortly present the updated Champions Cup Concept and the next steps forward
(Appendix 11). Mr. Suman asked who is to lead the CCSG, which Mr. Liljelund expressed we
need to decide upon in the September meeting.
Mr. Klabere felt that the test model is a good solution at this stage, but we need to continue to
work with the proposal. The finance looks much better now, but we still we need to avoid giving
money to the clubs for the traveling in the future, but this is a very good proposal to start building
the new tournament format.
The CB decided: To approve the report and the proposed Champions Cup proposal.

§

7.

Committees and Ad Hoc group reports

a)

ExCo reports
Mr. Eriksson reported on the ExCo activities after the previous CB meeting, which have
concentrated upon the preparation for the SportAccord Convention in Gold Coast, Australia and
to find a solution for the U19 WFC 2019 financial situation and securing the running of the Event.
In addition, the ExCo has worked with the preparations in advance of the CB meeting.
Mr. Eriksson reported on the meeting with the CEO Special Olympic International Mrs Davis and
CEO SSOE Mr Evangelista in Stockholm on April 11 about the 2021 World Winter Special
Olympics to be organized in Sweden in February 2021, where floorball might be the biggest sport
when it comes to the participation.
Mr Eriksson took part in the Swedish NOC AGM on April 23, and the implications if Sweden is
granted the rights to organize the 2026 Winter Olympics and Paralympic Games.
Mr Eriksson was on May 26 re-elected with acclamation for another four-year term as Board
Member of the Swedish Sports Confederation responsible for foreign affairs.
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Mr Eriksson will represent on June 14-16 the Swedish Sports Confederation as voting delegate at
the annual AGM of the ENGSO in Frankfurt, Germany, at the DOSB Headquarters.
Mr. Liljelund reported that IFF has on the 16th of April 2019 finally received the official registration
of IFF in Lausanne, in the Canton du Vaud (Appendix 12). IFF now needs to follow a number of
Swiss rules and Mr. Liljelund has negotiated with the Swiss lawyer Mr. Philippe Rentz, former IFF
International Referee that he will help in the registration with the social and health insurance
company, the tax office and some other authorities. IFF has made an agreement with IWGA for
the office at the IWGA Office. Mr. Suman felt that this is a major step forward.
The Sportcal GSI Event Study for the IFF Men’s World Floorball Championships 2018 has been
published and has already provided Czech Floorball and IFF with a lot of positive feedback from
various stakeholders. (Appendix 13) Mr. Beer informed that the SUHV will have a meeting with
the sporting authorities for the support for the WFC 2022, using the Sportcal GSI report as a
basis for the support. Mr. Eriksson ones again congratulated the Czech Floorball.
Mr. Liljelund presented the working process for the IFF Strategy in advance of the IFF
Association meeting in Neuchatel in December. The idea is that the work for the new Strategy will
start during the autumn of 2019, with the objective to prepare for the member associations
discussions during the IFF Association Meeting concerning the common view of the direction of
IFF’s future. The process will start with a number of questions that are listed below which will be
asked widely with-in the Floorball Community outside the National Associations, to build a broad
base for the discussions. The results of the initial interviews and the Association Meeting
outcome will act as the base for the preparation of the IFF Strategic vision for 2021-2032.
The Process shall be led by a Task Force consisting of IFF CB members, Member Associations
representatives, other stakeholders and the IFF Office, which shall be elected in September. The
IFF ExCo will act as a Steering Group for the process keeping it on track. The Task Force will
make two preliminary submissions to the Floorball Community, with the first version in April and
the second in August in 2020, which both will be scrutinised by the following entities: the member
associations, IFF Committees, Outside stakeholder groups (Elite teams, Leagues, Athletes,
Fans, Media, Sponsors, Coaches and referees). The objective is to build a broad-based picture in
which direction the Sport World is moving towards, what future scenarios and trends will affect
and challenge our future (Appendix 14)
Mr. Suman and Mr. Klabere felt that the proposal is also quite good and will be a good base for
the future work. Ms. Reehuis reported that the Athletes Commission discussed the issue in their
meeting and already named their representative.
The CB decided: To approve the reports

b)

CB members responsibilities
Mr. Houman reported on the meeting of the 6 Nations meeting held on 2nd of April over Skype, to
discuss present matters: The host of the six nation floorball challenge will be the Polish Floorball
Federation. The Tournament will be held in Nowy Targ in the south of Poland In the group there
is interest to play the matches with 3x15min. A benefit with shorter match time will be more
matches can be played. A decision is yet to be made but at the IFF CB meeting it will be
informed.
Together with the tournament, there will be organised a seminar for coaches, though in the future
it could be for referees as well. The seminar will be arranged together with the Czech Floorball
and with help from the IFF.
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Mr Lopez reported about the development in Central and Latin America and the plans for the
future. (Appendix 29) It has been difficult to get answers from the Latin American countries, as
the situation has received a lot of visits from players and other Floorball people from Europe,
which gives the countries a wrong idea of the development and how to go forward. The situation
in Colombia is advancing slowly and in Brazil there are good things being done. The BFF is
working well with the Brazilian NOC.
Mr. King reported on the present status of the AOFC activities and also on the experiences of the
implementation of the IFF Mentor Coach Mr. Juerg Kihm for the AOFC with New Zealand as the
country during the U19 WFC 2019 in Halifax, Canada. (Appendix 28)
AOFC has contacted the Kirbati and asking them to become a member also of the AOFC.
Mr. King has received a report from Mr. Kihm for the mentor program, where the cooperation with
the coaches worked really well in Halifax with the U19 WFC and the planning was much much
better. The biggest problem is to apply the Game plan under pressure and therefore the lost the
control of the games more than expected. We need to develop game sense for the smaller
countries.
Mr. Spence gave a short report on the present issues in Northern America. (Appendix 27)
Mr. Spence wanted to thank all the persons from outside of Halifax for their great support and
help for the Event. There was a lot of positive effects of the Event. The Canadian floorball
community showing that Canada should be taken seriously. Now the players have been able to
see an event on their home turf, seen by players, parents, high school students, sport executives
and local media in Halifax and Canada at large. It has provided a base to build the Sport in
Canada and the USA.
Ms. Reehuis asked what the next step will be for Floorball Canada. Mr. Spence answered that
the idea is to analyse the outcome and build the sport on the experience with local and national
follow-up.
The CB decided: To approve the reports

c) Contacts to International Sports Organisations
Mr. Eriksson reported on the development in the International field, mainly in relationship to the
SportAccord Convention and the various Annual General Meetings and other meetings during the
week.
SportAccord
The 16th SportAccord Convention was held Gold Coast, Australia. In connection to the
SportAccord all the bigger International Sport Organisations held their Annual General Meetings
and there is a HealthAccord, LawAccord and CityAccord and a Convention Seminars. The SAC
had 1701 (-123 participants) delegates, 831 organisations (-10 organisations), 109 IF’s (+/- 0
IF’s), 84 nations, 179 Cities and Regions and over 800 support staff. The gut feeling is that
Floorball and IFF is much more known and in particular being asked to give presentations in
different meetings. Mr. Eriksson thanked Mr. Liljelund for his
As a part of the SportAccord Convention, GAISF in coordination with the local organisation
arranged a Sport Festival United through Sport, promoting Youth sport displaying some 60
different sports, among them also Floorball. The Australian federation had organised a demo
game with players from the Brisbane Floorball Club playing against each other and then another
test-out session for local school kids. (Appendix 15) Mr. Liljelund thanked Mr. King for the work
put into the preparations and coordination with the Brisbane Floorball.
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GAISF AGM
Mr. Eriksson reported that the ARISF President Mr. Raffaele Chiulli has unanimously been
elected as the GAISF President for the next two years, as the rotation term was brought forward
with one year. The GAISF AGM also approved the Statutes Changes and new program for the
GAISF multi-Sport Games, with the first edition of the World Urban Games in Budapest in 2019.
FIBA presented their approach to Third Party Organisers in a general presentation to the AGM.
Mr. Eriksson further to inform that GAISF had together with the I Trust Sport Foundation
executed a shorter Good Governance survey with the ARISF and AIMS members of GAISF. The
study was similar as the ASOIF/AIOWF. There were 47 responses on the 20 indicators, scored
from 0 to 4. Quite a number of federations were scored. Total score was 80 and there was A1 5
IF’s (over 60), A2 (over 50), B1 with over 30 and then C with above 10 The average score seems
to rise with the number of staffs.
The outcome shows that there are need for improvement for financial transparency, evidence of
key policies, internal control, conflict of interests, Term limits and gender balance on boards.
The full report will be published on GAISF, the IF reports will be published shortly with suggested
and there is a 2nd assessment exercise planned. (Appendix 16) IFF was ranked 5th of all of the
ARISF/AIMS members and had 58 points. We lost points on missing the CB Bio’s and the fact
that our rules for number of terms are perceived too lenient.
Mr. Eriksson felt that this is a really good result and we have proven that we are on a good path
and this has to be taken to a national level. Mr. Klabere felt that we can easily get some more
points, in the group with less with the IF’s with less than 2 mill in revenue. Mr. Suman felt it will be
easy
ARISF
Mr. Liljelund reported that the ARISF Council and the ARISF AGM approved the Strategy review
prepared by Mr. Tom Hollowell and Mr. Liljelund from the ARISF Council. The main objectives is
to work closer with the IOC and GAISF and find ways of servicing its members better. The
Strategy was built on the questionnaire made to the ARISF members. During the Event the
ARISF Council had a meeting with the IOC EB presidium to discuss future cooperation and the
ARISF-IOC Workshop looked upon Gender issues in Sport, the work of the Independent Testing
Agency and how to work with the Olympic Channel.
Mr. Eriksson expressed that the ARISF President had been very pleased with the work done by
Mr. Liljelund.
IWGA/TWG
Mr. Liljelund informed that the preparations have continued concerning The World Games 2021,
with discussions with the BOC in Australia and that BOC has chosen Floorball, Lacrosse and
Flying Disc as the team sports to teach in schools. The USFbA is working setting up education in
Birmingham and presented the idea of a test-event, together with education sessions in
Birmingham was discussed with BOC.
During the IWGA AGM the World Games 2025 was awarded to Chengdu, China, the IOC
informed that the Calendar Commission has been re-formed to discuss the increasing number of
Events and that it would be key that the NOC’s would start supporting the delegations for the
World Games. Mr. Liljelund presented a plan for sales of IWGA sponsorship using the IWGA
members qualification and World Championship events to support sales, in line with the
Combined Sales proposal during the AGM
IMGA
The preparations of the IMGA European Master Games in Torino, Italy next summer are ongoing
and the registration is still slow. There were latest 5 teams registered and the target is to have ten
teams by mid-June. The IFF Office has agreed to the Italian Floorball Federation proposal to
allow also female and mixed teams to play in the tournament, to secure the tournament. The
EMG has been promoted with the help of the Prague Masters organisation as well as many
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national federations, both directly to the senior teams and clubs and in social media. The IFF has
and will periodically promote the EMG in its own social media channels. IMGA awarded
Tampere, Finland to be host of the EMG 2023 with Floorball on the main program.
World Urban Games
The Urban Games have been moved from Los Angeles to Budapest and there will only be some
6 sports + two invitational sports on the program. And GAISF has this week informed that the
GAISF Multi-Sport Team is looking upon different sports for the future. IFF needs to start
planning to organise some Street Floorball Championships, for example in connection to the
Czech Open or similar tournaments during next summer.
The preparations have been made with so there will be 6 IF’s that will be on the Competition
program: Basketball (3x3), Cycling (BMX freestyle), Dance Sport (Breakdance), Flying Disc
(Freestyle), Gymnastics (Parkour), World Skate (Skateboard freestyle). The showcase sports are
indoor rowing and Laser run (Modern Pentathlon). GAISF will conduct an evaluation and
application run for the World Urban Games 2021 in Budapest program in the end of 2019. Based
on this we need to organise an Urban Floorball Championships before the end of the year.
GAISF further informed that the World Combat Games will be held in 2021 in Nur Sultan,
Kazakhstan.
Mr. Eriksson reported on the ASOIF AGM, he attended during the week. The main questions
were to find a solution for how to divide the money after the Tokyo 2020 Olympics and could only
find a solution after five voting rounds and the criticism towards the Tokyo Olympics organisers,
Mr. Eriksson reported that the preparations of the 30th South-East Asian Games to be organised
in November-December 2019, are well underway. IFF is coordinating the materials for the venue
with the Philippine Association. The Floorball tournament is planned to be played in the beginning
of the SEA Games, which is good as the Women’s WFC will start on the 7th of December in
Neuchatel. There will be played a test-event in Manilla, in conjunction with the Technical
Manager meeting. AOFC has assisted the Philippine federation, as there has been some cash
issues for the organiser of the AOFC Cup. Mr. Kratz informed that the venue for Floorball has not
been decided. Mr. Liljelund informed the Floorball Philippines has found a flooring from Handball
Philippines
Mr. Eriksson reported that the AOFC President has called and informed that Thailand has been
awarded the Asia Indoor and Martial Arts Games in 2021 and that Floorball is on the program.
IFF has started the communications for the Sports calendar, in order to avoid the clash with The
World Games in Birmingham. For Floorball this will be very important to promote Floorball to all
the Asian countries. Mr. Suman felt that this will be a major step forward for the Sport and we
shall use it as a platform for further growth. M. Eriksson agreed and added that the costs for the
participating teams will be covered by the NOC.
Mr. Eriksson further reported that he has been asked to join the World Dance Sport Federation
Ethics Commission as a member.
The CB decided: To approve the reports

d)

RACC
Mr. Klabere reported on the RACC activities (Appendix 17) The RACC meeting will be held later
in the year.
The following Associations have reacted to the letter of Future Floorball testing during the season
2019-2020:
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Finland:
Sweden:
Switzerland:
Czech Rep:
Korea:
Great Britain:
Hungary:

Iran:
The Six:

Finnish Cup. 3x15 min, 17 players + 5 officials – already approved
Will investigate and then apply for 2020/2021 (replied after reminder)
Will revert in August with a proposal for Swiss Cup and Junior series
Czech Cup Women, 3x15 minutes.
President Cup 2020 to be played with 3x15 min and 18 players + 5 officials
Group matches of the UK National finals 3x15, 5 min. intermission and 33x18m
field (a fact rather than testing since it is played 1-2/6 2019))
National Championships 3x15, 5 min. intermission, 24x14m field, 3+1 players (The
RACC chair has said No since less players on the field is not for this test, but
rather to play Urban Floorball, which can be done anyway)
Wants this to be tested in the AOFC Cup (IFF replied that it is for LOC to apply for)
To play the Six nation Cup with 3x15 minutes periods, even though no application

The RACC proposes that the tests for the IFF Events, should be executed only in the
EuroFloorball Challenge, with the IFF Future of Floorball set up.
Mr. Klabere also congratulated the Czech Floorball for their first World Championships achieved
in the U19 WFC 2019 in Halifax..
Ms. Reehuis asked if any of the Athletes Commission members were included in the process for
the decisions concerning the testing of new game formats for Future of Florball. Mr. Klabere
answered that the National Associations has been asked what they need to test. The meaning of
the tests is to get as much information how the game will change, and we are in the evaluation
phase for a few years. The RACC hasn’t made the evaluation form yet, but the National
Associations could be asked to include the Athletes views in the evaluation.
The CB decided: To approve the report and approve the proposal for the members tests in
Czech Republic, Great Britain, Finland, Korea, Switzerland and the 6 Nations Cup. IFF will also
test the basic set-up in the EuroFloorball Challenge.
e)

RC
Mr. Lopez is reported, that the IFF Way of refereeing Playbook steering group had its meeting on
the 24th to 25th of May. During the meeting the group discussed of the experiences of the use of
the Playbook during the last season and also how the implementation of the rules edition 2018
worked from the referee perspective during the season. The general overview was that the new
rules were well implemented, and no major problems occurred during the season.
Before the season the main question was that will there be more penalty shots awarded in the
games due to the fact that the two minutes bench penalty was not awarded in conjunction of the
penalty shot anymore, but the outcome was that there was no significant change compared to the
previous seasons. This was also clearly visible in the IFF events, which were played during the
season 2018-2019.
The RC has nominated a total of 38 referee pairs from 18 different countries during the year 2019
so far for the IFF events.
The CB decided: To approve the report

f)

Medical committee
Mr. Halonen, in the absence of Ms. Bruun, reported that the 15th edition of the WADA Annual
Symposium under the theme “Towards 2021 – Navigating the future together”, was organised 13-
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14 March 2019 in Lausanne. Both IFF A-D Manager and ATC representative Ms. Agata Plechan
participated. The symposium concentrated much on the new WADA Code coming into force
January 1st 2021 (Appendix 18).
The IFF Medical Committee is planning to have a meeting during autumn 2019 in Zurich, with
September 25th to 26th as preliminary dates.
The IFF will ask the IFF Athletes’ Commission for input regarding future anti-doping awareness
campaigns (instead of Say NO! to Doping). The question is also, if the campaign shall continue to
focus on only anti-doping or shall it be a broader campaign, including more aspects of fair and
true sport (against match fixing, corruption etc.). The ATC to discuss this during their meeting in
June.
Mikael Karlsson has received a four years sanction by the Swiss Olympic Disciplinary Chamber
for Doping Cases due to the presence of the banned substance cocaine. The ADRV was
committed on 6th October 2018 on the occasion of an in-competition test in Kloten (suspension
period: 16.11.2018 - 15.11.2022).
The CB decided: To approve the report

g)

Athletes Commission
Ms. Reehuis informed that the spring ATC meeting was held in Nijmegen, Netherlands from 7-9
June. Next to the meeting they held a training session with NeFUB junior players. The ATC
discussed the new playing formats and felt that there is a lack of information from the national
associations on how to develop the game itself. They also feel that national associations should
be more in contact about this discussion with their own athletes.
The ATC thinks it’s good to combine anti-betting and anti-doping in a new “Play True” campaign.
The ATC members will answer the IFF Strategy questionnaire and felt that there are room for
development. The report will be finished later and distributed to the CB members.
Mr. Eriksson stressed that the work of the ATC should be active also on the national level. Ms.
Reehuis told that the ATC would like to have a national Athletes representative to be in contact
with. Mr. Suman asked what the ATC felt about the proposals for the Future of Floorball. Ms.
Reehuis answered that there is a need to have a more in-depth discussion, especially with the
athletes, on why things are being changed in how the game is played.
The CB decided: To approve the report

h)

Marketing function
Mr. Beer reported about the current sales of rights and marketing situation. The IFF Core Country
Marketing Network Meeting was held in Copenhagen on the 23rd of May, discussing the best
practice from the different countries. The next meeting will be held in October 10th in Zurich,
Switzerland.
The sales efforts have been aimed towards international Scandinavian brands and/or
international brands that have partnered with LOCs in WFCs.
The main negotiations are with Sports Apparel Sponsors, currently active discussion with
Hummel and Puma. A few other Main Sponsor offers are out which are being actively followed up
(AJ Produkter, Ice Power (Offer for 2019-2020 sent last week), HMD Global). Our Finnish agent
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also has few leads open for the events coming up in Finland and Sweden 2020-21. There are
new negotiations started with a new sales partner, called Protocol Sports Marketing. (Appendix
19)
The sponsors reference videos have been published on the IFF Youtube channel and website.
They are being utilized in posts made in LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook as well as support
material in sales material.
The fan survey for Floorball was supplemented with Czech data and finalized. The results are
ready (Appendix 20) and published. There were no breakthroughs as such however the survey
validates several things that had been self-defined as being facts. These are now validated facts
to back up sales negotiations. The final version of the Sportcal GSI study of the WFC 2018 has
been published and utilized as part of sales / marketing. The results of the fan survey and
Sportcal study have been distributed to the CCMNG group. Editorial material about the success
in WFC 2018 and floorball in general have been distributed to Nordic business papers and
magazines.
In developing our portfolio in terms of attractivity towards the fans and potential sponsors there
are active negotiations with a company which produces digital brand activation services (e.g. live
voting (venue/stream/app), social media wall, decibel meter, etc.). The idea has also been tested
with Unihoc and the aim is to create a concept for them for WFC 2020.
Mr. Liljelund expressed that there has been a lot of work done and eventually there will be some
results. Mr. Eriksson felt that the way we have been working has been much better than in the
past.
The CB decided: To approve the reports

i)

Development & Equality Ad Hoc group
Mr. Halonen reported that a four day referee clinic was carried out from the 25th to 28th of April in
Singapore. There were 26 participants from AOFC countries: India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia,
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. Two first days were theoretical education and also the rule
and physical tests were carried out. During the last two days the participants refereed
Singaporean Premier league games, both men’s and women’s.
The development of the referee in the AOFC area has been very positive and the AOFC
educators have done a very good job with the basic educations. Singaporean Floorball
Association would like to have the clinic on annual basis, and they would like to support the
AOFC referee development with this clinic mainly by providing the facilities and real games to be
refereed by the participants and the IFF would provide the educator and one top referee pair from
Europe to help with the education.
The CB decided: To approve the report

j)

International Lobbying Ad Hoc group
Mr. King to give a short report on the ongoing activity. (Appendix 26) A draft Lobbying Package
is currently with the Office to prepare a package for the members. In relations to The World
Games to commence to develop an action plan to target large businesses in Southern USA
to have demonstration sports at their premises such as Target, Walmart, Dicks Sporting Goods
on a Saturday morning in the carpark, as part of the World Games activations.
Develop the media and information plan for SEA Games 2019 along with plan for introducing the
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sport to the decision makers for SEA Games and Philippines sport/schools. Use the SEA Games
to introduce Floorball to the other countries through street demonstrations and direct approaches
to the NSO/NOC in the participating countries. Co-ordinate through Thailand and Singapore
The CB decided: To approve the report

§

8.

IFF Office
Mr. Liljelund informed that the replacement for the Office Coordinator Ms. Gitta Schmidt has been
selected. The new employee started on the 3rd of June and is Ms. Monika Kraus, from Gdansk,
Poland who previously worked for the Polish member association. Ms. Kraus will be employed as
a Competition Coordinator, with responsibility also for the Transfers.
The CB decided: To approve the report

a)

Development operations
Mr. Liljelund reported that IFF is building a concept together with the Sport Institute Eerikkilä/FBA
Floorball Academy for the countries ranked 5-10th with the theme “Prepare for HEL”, consisting of
coach education for national team coaches, coach educator coaching and tactical game
components education. So far at least Denmark, Latvia, Norway and Slovakia are interested. IFF
will present the concept to the countries still in June 2019.
IFF is also discussing to build a general Floorball Coach Education structure from Basic to Expert
level together with the Kisakallio Sports Institute for the China Floorball/China Hockey
Association.
The CB decided: To approve the report

b)

Communications operations
Mr. Halonen reported, in the absence of Ms. Merita Bruun that there is a Digital media reports
from the past IFF U19 WFC 2019 Event as an attachment. (Appendix 21) Compared to the
previous U19 WFC’s it seems that Instagram and Twitter is growing, when Facebook is loosing
its strength. Compared to the Växjö U19 WFC 2017 we were able to increase the Instagram
followers with over 2000 new likes.
The CB decided: To approve the report

c)

Material operations
Mr. Liljelund reported that IFF will have the yearly spring meeting with the IFF Material Board on
the 10th of June to discuss and approve the Material Regulation 2020, which takes effect from the
1st of July 2020. (Appendix 33)
The major changes are listed in the appendix (Appendix 22a) and the whole Material Regulation
is in (Appendix 23). IFF will also in the Material Board meeting propose some new components
to the tested materials, which we will inform more about after the Material Board meeting.
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The Material Board is proposing to use the 2019 development funds for the Philippines Sea
Games preparations and the World Games 2021 preparations. The report from the Material
Board meeting will be delivered to the CB meeting
The Material Board had in its yearly meeting decided to include a new clause concerning the
marking of Grips for floorball sticks and the requirement to have the same branded grips as the
stick from 1st of July 2020, with a one year transfer period. (Appendix 31)
Mr. Eriksson felt that the Material Board is a very important forum, to keep all the manufacturers
onboard.
The CB decided: To approve the report and the proposal for the Material Regulation 2020.

i)

ParaFloorball information
Nothing reported
The CB decided: To approve the reports

e)

Equality operations
Nothing reported
The CB decided: To approve the report

§

9.

Member Federations

a)

Membership questions
Mr. Liljelund reported that there has been an ongoing discussion within the Chinese Floorball
Federation, in relation to the re-organisation of the association. IFF has signed a Memorandum of
Understanding with the China Hockey Association, which should now open for the membership
application to be sent to IFF. (Appendix 24)
Mr. Eriksson stressed that we have to be patience with the process.

The CB decided: To approve the report

b)

Members under suspension
No members under suspension
The CB decided: To approve the report.

c)

New Member Applications
The IFF office has been in touch with the national Floorball Committee of Kuwait since last
autumn. They have been slowly building the Floorball committee and have reached the first step
of the recognition from Sports Kuwait and the Kuwait NOC. Floorball is not big in Kuwait but is
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still growing steadily and working under the NOC, like in Iceland. During the week-end the IFF
has received the fully filled IFF Membership application form (Appendix 34)
The IFF office has now received the required documents for the membership application and the
IFF office proposes to approve Kuwait national Floorball Committee to become the IFF
provisional member number 73.
The CB decided: To approve the report and approve the Kuwait National Floorball Committee
(KNFC) as IFF provisional member Nr. 73.

§ 10.

Next CB meeting
Mr. Eriksson conclude that the next CB meeting, will be held as earlier informed at the Eerikkilä
Sports Institute, Tammela, Finland from the 6th to 8th of September. Arrival at noon and departure
after 15:00 on Sunday.

The CB decided: To approve the report

§ 11.

Closing of the meeting
Mr. Eriksson thanked the everyone for a good meeting and closed the meeting at 19:48

John Liljelund
Secretary General
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